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ABSTRACT
One of the main problems on utilising the plant fibres in composite materials is control of fibre orientation and distribution.
This problem can be solved by converting the plant fibres into yarns or fabrics. Plant fibres in the form of fabric are the most
convenient material for a reinforcement considering its good fibre distribution as well as easy to handle during composite
fabrication. The selection of fabric criterion on top of fibre type is also essential to ensure its suitability as reinforcement. In this
work, three types of fabrics were analysed for their characteristics. Fabrics were analysed in terms of their physical
characteristics such as fabric density, weight, thickness, yarn size and yarn crimp. The analysis continued with the fibre density
and cloth cover factor determination which are related with the resin penetration. Tensile property characterisation was also
done on the fabric which is important to predict their contribution on the composite materials. Fabric characteristics are
important to be determined as we need to decide which fabric is more suitable as reinforcement and could give desired
composite properties.
Keywords: Hemp fabrics, fabric characterisation, cloth cover factor, tensile properties, composites.

1. Introduction
The growth of global awareness on the environmental
issues leads for the developing, creating and innovating
eco-friendly materials. One of the remedies for this
situation is the utilisation of natural fibres from plant
(either fibre crops or agricultural wastes) in composite
materials which suit the global direction above [1-4]. As
for natural fibres, these kinds of fibres have existed for
quite sometimes and their utilisation in composite
materials is not new including those in automotive and
building industries [5-7]. This is mostly driven by lower
price, global availability and complete data of natural
fibres which seem promising to be used as raw materials
[7, 8].
Natural fibres possess good mechanical
properties; however, the main problem in utilising natural
fibres is control of the fibre orientation and distribution.
This is because the optimum mechanical properties will
not efficiently utilised as reinforcement if the problem
cannot be resolved [9]. A wide range of techniques have
long existed to convert the natural fibres into yarn and
then into fabric in the textile industry [10]. However,
utilisation of yarn is quite difficult in terms of
reinforcement handling in composite fabrication.
Utilisation of traditional textile fabric (high performance
fibres) is more convenient considering their advantages
on high strength, good fibre orientation and fibre
distribution and more importantly easy to handle during
composite fabrication [11]. Nevertheless, in the case of
natural woven fabric, there is less work reported on their
utilization especially when considering the type of natural
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fabrics to be used as reinforcement in composite material
[4].
Several fibres such as jute and hemp were
established in woven fabric and they possess good
properties as reinforcement in composite materials.
However, they come in different qualities depend on the
manufacturing parameters which could affect the
composite properties at the end. Therefore, a study to
characterize a different fabric batch is needed to assess
how far the difference in their properties is as well as to
decide on which fabric is suitable for reinforcement in
composite materials. Therefore, in this work, two hemp
fabrics in a similar quality but two different batches have
been characterized with respect to; i) fabric physical
properties, ii) fibre density, iii) fabric appearance
structure, and iv) mechanical properties. Another fabric in
different quality was also characterized, which follows
the similar procedure in order to seek and decide the
suitability of these fabrics as composite reinforcement.
2. Materials and Method
Commercial hemp woven fabrics in two (2) batches
were bought with time interval of about three (3)
months were investigated and supplied by Hemp
Wholesale Australia. According to the supplier, the two
fabrics were having equal nominal properties. The
weight of fabrics is 271 g/m2 and due to this, it can be
categorized as ‘heavy fabric’ in textile term. These two
fabrics will be denoted as Fabric A and Fabric B for this
work. Another thicker and heavier woven hemp fabric
(Fabric C) with the weight of 407 g/m2 supplied by
similar supplier was also investigated in this work. The

fabrics were produced by 100 % yarn hemp in both
warp and weft. These yarns were then converted into
fabric via weaving processes and the fabrics were
woven by employing plain weave (taffeta) structure.
2.1 Fabric Characterisation
All fabric characterisations have been done employing
several textile materials standard methods. These
standard methods (Table 1) are commonly used in
textile industry for characterization as well as product
quality determination purposes.
Table 1 List of standard methods for fabric properties
determination.
Properties
Testing
Standard
Method
Fabric Density Warp (end) and filling ASTM
(pick) count of woven
D3775
fabrics
Fabric Weight Mass per unit area
ASTM
(weight) of fabric
D3776
Fabric
Thickness of Textile
ASTM
Thickness
Materials
D1777
Yarn Size
Yarn number (linear
ASTM
density)
D1907
Yarn Crimp
Yarn crimp and yarn
ASTM
take-up in woven
D3883
fabrics
2.2 Fibre Density
The density of the hemp fibres was determined by
Multipycnometer MVP D160E using Helium gas as a
displacement medium. The data reported are the average
and standard deviation of 3 measurements.
2.3 Moisture Content
Moisture content of the fabric was determined by using
Sartorius Moisture Analyser MA100/MA50. This
instrument will heat up the sample up to 105 °C.
2.4 Tensile Properties
Tensile properties (ASTM D 5034) of hemp fabrics
were characterized using universal testing machine
MTS Alliance RT/10. Tensile tests were performed
using a gauge length of 75 mm and a cross-head speed 2
mm/min. The cross-sectional area used to convert load
into stress was calculated from the test specimen width
and the thickness of fabric obtained from the fabric
characterization [12, 13]. The initial response of the
curve was nonlinear but then the slope increased slowly
until finally becoming linear. Tensile moduli of the
fabric were determined from the linear part of the
curves.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Physical Properties of Hemp Fabric
Table 2 presents the determined physical properties of
hemp fabrics. When observing all the fabrics, no defect
was found along the fabric length for at least 5 meters.

Therefore, it can be concluded all fabrics were
manufactured in good loom (most probably shuttleless
loom) and they are good-quality fabrics.
Table 2 Physical properties results of woven hemp
fabric.
Fabric Types
Weave Structure
Fabric
Warp
Density
(per 2cm)
Weft
Fabric Weight
(Reading) (g/m2)
Thickness (mm)
Yarn Size
Warp
(Tex)
Weft
Yarn Crimp Warp
(%)
Weft

Fabric
A
Plain

Fabric
B
Plain

Fabric
C
Plain

25

25

34

23

23

26

231.410

228.520

410.720

0.41

0.41

0.71

89.661

90.459

106.717

92.896

92.970

123.600

5.4

6.0

27.4

9.3

9.3

3.6

According to Table 2, fabric density for Fabric A and B
was determined similar but lower in comparison with
Fabric C indicates that Fabric C is more compact than
Fabric A and B. In terms of fabric weight, Fabric A was
found a slightly heavier than Fabric B and yet their
weight was at least 17 % lesser than the specification
given by the supplier (271 g/m2). In comparison with
Fabric C, they are recorded at least 77 % lower than
Fabric A and B. All the weights reflected their measured
thicknesses which were 0.41 mm for Fabric A and B
and 0.71 mm for Fabric C. In terms of yarn size, the
weft yarn for Fabric A and B were recorded similar
which was 93 tex, yet their warps' sizes were recorded a
little different which were 89.661 and 90.459 tex
respectively. The sizes of warp and weft for Fabric C
were determined even higher by at least 24 % than other
two fabrics and this is the reason why it is heavier.
It is well known that yarn crimp in a woven
fabric is an important parameter that affects most of its
physical properties and that include the thickness and
the weight of fabric [14]. Based on the results in Table 2,
both fabrics have relatively similar warp and weft crimp
percentage which is 5.4 and 9.3 % respectively. The
slight different warp between fabric A and B was
normally due to the different ‘picking stroke’ action in
loom machine during fabric manufacturing. More
importantly is the yarn crimp for Fabric C, which was
measured to have very significant difference with other
two fabrics for at least 78 % in warp and 158 % for weft
yarns. This will relatively give a significant different
between Fabric C and other two fabric in their
mechanical properties responses.
3.2 Density of Fibre
The density of fibre for Fabric A and B determined by
pycnometry are presented in Table 3. The results show
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that for each series of measurements, the fibre density is
higher for Fabric A than Fabric B with overall means of
1.512 and 1.473 g/cm3 respectively. The determined
density of the hemp fabric fibres is comparable and
within the typically reported densities of hemp fibres
varying between 1.4 and 1.5 g/cm3 [4, 15]. Fibre density
of Fabric C was determined a little higher than other
two fabrics which is 1.526 g/cm3.
Normally, the bulkiness of natural fibre makes
it quite difficult to compress. Even with a good spinner
and loom, the pressure given is unable to compact the
fibre to make the density lower than 1.4 g/cm3, due to
fibre irregularities along the fibre length. The
irregularities create higher cavities on the yarn as
compared to the synthetic fibres [16]. In the case of
hemp fabrics, Fabric C was determined to have higher
fabric density in its both warp and weft direction as
compared to Fabrics A and B (refer Table 2). The
higher warp and weft that accommodate in fabric make
the fabric more compact thus affects the fibre density of
the fabric [17]. This is main the reason of the slight
higher fibre density of Fabric C in comparison with
other two fabrics.

More importantly, the properties related to the fabric
appearance should be emphasized.
Thin yarn

(a)

Thick yarn

Table 3 Density of fibre (g/cm3) of the Fabrics A and B
determined by 3 series of measurements.

Fabric
Types
Fabric
A
Fabric
B
Fabric
C

Series of measurement
I
II
III
Average
Stdv.
1.49
0.01
1.528
9 1.510
1.512
5
1.47
0.00
1.481
2 1.466
1.473
7
1.53
0.00
1.518
1 1.530
1.526
7

3.3 Fabric Appearance Structure
Fig. 1 shows the appearance structure of woven hemp
fabrics. It was observed that all the fabrics were woven
with the plain/taffeta weave structure. This is the most
basic woven structure other than twill and satin and is
usually utilised for technical purposes [18].
Yarns for all fabrics were observed to vary in
cross-sectional dimensions, especially for Fabrics A and
B. It can be shown in Fig. 1 that lots of thick and thin
yarns found to be running in the warp and weft
directions. The yarns' size determined for both fabrics
are just the average values (refer Table 2). Since the
fabrics used are made of natural fibres, this kind of
irregularities and inconsistencies with the yarn were
expected to happen [4]. The yarns for both fabrics were
observed to have twists with a right-handed angle to the
yarn axis (Z-twist). Yarns in Fabric C are also varied in
cross-sectional; however, since it is more compact than
other two fabrics, the variation was less appeared and a
bit difficult to be seen. The weft yarn for this fabric was
spun in Z-twist whilst the warp yarn was two pliedyarns in S-twist, and each ply yarn was spun in Z-twist.
This twist value is received as specified by the supplier.

(b)
Fig. 1 The structure of woven hemp fabrics, (a) Fabric
A and B, (b) Fabric C.
Fabric cover factor indicated the extent to which the
area is covered by one set of yarns. For composite
fabrication, this characteristic can tell how well the resin
could penetrate into the fabric system. In order to
determine the total fabric cover factor, a modified
equation introduced by Chen and Leaf [19] was used
and the K-value is the ratio on how big the area is
covered by the yarns.
Table 4 Result of cover factor for both fabric used in
this work.

Fabric
Types
Fabric A
Fabric B
Fabric C

Fractional yarn
cover
Warp C1 Weft C2
0.435
0.406
0.433
0.405
0.642
0.529

Total Fabric
Cover
K
0.664
0.663
0.832
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The results tabulated in Table 4 clearly show
that 66 % (0.66) of the fabric sheets are therefore
covered by yarn for Fabrics A and B. From the textile
point of view, these fabrics share identical cover factor
quality and can be used in a similar batch of textile
product for certain application. The total cover factor
for Fabric C was determined higher than other two
fabrics with 83 % of the yarn cover the fabric sheet and
this is consistent with the fabric density it possesses
(refer Table 2). From the K-values, it can be inferred
that Fabrics A and B would have better resin penetration
than Fabric C thus better adhesion is expected from
these fabrics.

Stress (MPa)

3.4 Mechanical Properties
Typical stress-strain curve of all woven hemp fabrics is
shown in Fig. 2. In the initial phase, the curve rose with
a low slope due to decrimping and crimp interchange.
The decrimping and crimp interchange is internal
interaction (crossover between warp and weft yarns) of
a fabric that results to the initial curve. Second phase is
shown in which the stress-strain curve increased sharply.
From here, the yarns appear to become less flattened
due to the consolidation into more circular cross-section.
As the pressure builds up for the yarn in the direction of
force, yarn extension now only accounts for a small
portion as compared to the extension of yarn in the first
phase. This situation continuously happens until it
reaches the peak and then breaks.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

(b)
Fig. 3 Typical fabric fracture after subjected to tensile
force for; (a) Fabric A and B, (b) Fabric C.
Fig. 3 shows magnified yarn fractures area on the
fabrics. It was observed that the fractures were
happened mainly at the area which has many thin yarns.
There were many pulled-out fibres found at the
fractured yarns which suggesting that the fibres were
resisting the tensile force acting on them.
Table 5 Summary of average tensile properties for
woven hemp fabrics.

Fabric Types
Warp
Fabric
A

Weft
Warp

Fabric
B
0

0.025

0.05

0.075
Strain

0.1

0.125

Fig. 2 Typical stress-strain response for all woven
hemp fabrics used in this work.

Fractured yarns and pulled-out
fibres
(a)

Weft
Warp

Fabric
C

Weft

Peak
Load
(N)
442.1
(±29)
497.5
(±56)
415.3(
±21)
469.3
(±38)
1289.3
(±17.55)
1249.3
(±123)

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
23.392
(±1.52)
26.304
(±2.99)
21.975
(±1.11)
24.833
(±1.99)
33.777
(±3.85)
34.58
(±3.41)

Tensile
Strain
0.074
(±0.004)
0.121
(±0.008)
0.093
(±0.026)
0.112
(±0.006)
0.353
(±0.036)
0.065
(±0.009)

Tensile
Modulus
(GPa)
0.540
(±0.023)
0.511
(±0.032)
0.530
(±0.041)
0.493
(±0.044)
0.175
(±0.019
0.642
(±0.029)

*Figures in parentheses represent standard deviations
The results of tensile properties for both woven hemp
fabric are shown in Table 7. The figures in the table are
the average ± standard deviation for at least 9 specimens.
Overall, it can be said that the tensile strength of Fabric
A is higher than Fabric B. In warp direction, tensile
strength of Fabric B was recorded 6 % lesser than
Fabric A while the weft direction specimen with the
tensile strength of Fabric B was determined 6.4 % lower
than Fabric A. Tensile strength of Fabric C was
determined at least 21 % higher than Fabric A and B
due to higher fibre content (fabric weight) in the fabric.
The lowest tensile modulus of all the hemp woven
fabric was Fabric C in the warp direction which was
determined as 0.175 GPa and this most probably due to
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the higher crimp (refer Table 2) it possesses in warp
direction.
4. Conclusions
The results suggest that Fabrics A and B are designed as
it should be physically and mechanically balanced in
warp and weft direction. The slight difference between
these two fabric properties are due to variation on the
yarn properties as well as in the process of fabric
manufacturing. In terms of Fabric C, the fabric is not
balanced in warp and weft direction in all characteristics,
especially for their crimps. Even though the properties
are different between warp and weft, it has higher fibre
content and more compact than other two fabrics. This
supposedly gives best mechanical properties for the
composite material as compared to Fabrics A and B.
However, the total cover factor for Fabric C is far
higher than Fabrics A and B. With the 66 % of Fabric A
and B are covered by yarns as compared to Fabric B
which is 83 %, it is expected that the penetration of
resin is far better for Fabric C. This also means a good
adhesion between the resin and yarn for those two
fabrics than Fabric C if it is used as reinforcement in
composite material.
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